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WHO WROTE PICOS ORATION? BRIAN P.
COPENHAVER UCLA FEBRUARY, 2004 Giovanni Pico della Mirandola did not write an Oration on the Dignity of Man, nor did he conceive its celebrated proclamation of human freedom. The words de dignitate hominis attached themselves to the speech that Pico wrote decades after he died, and the concept of human freedom and dignity commonly attributed to him came even later, emerging from the metaphysics and moral philosophy of Immanuel Kant. Scholars who rewrote the history of philosophy in Kantian  and, later, Hegelian  terms first found this concept in Picos Oration around 1800. Over the next two centuries, as notions of liberty, creativity, personality, individuality, self-formation and self-fashioning aggregated around the original Kantian kernel, the Oration on the Dignity of Man became the speech that Pico never wrote, the one that now stands as the great renaissance charter of a heroic liberal ideal that Pico never promoted.1 Picos Oration is not about human dignity and freedom. What is it about? Meant to introduce nine hundred propositions that Pico never debated, it was his unpublished philosophical manifesto. It asserts his standing as a philosopher and exhorts his hearers to use philosophy for salvation of a special kind  mystical salvation. Moral philosophy, dialectic, natural philosophy and theology are four stages of a saving ascent that leads away from human nature, through angelic natures and toward union with the divine. The ascent is an askesis as well as a paideia, both a curriculum and a regimen. As the philosopher learns to judge with the Thrones, contemplate with the Cherubim and love with the Seraphim, he educates the soul by denying the body. The philosopher exits the lower world of matter when the soul leaves the body, finally or momentarily, on the way1
B. COPENHAVER, Magic and the Dignity of Man: De-Kanting Picos Oration, nel The Italian Renaissance in the Twentieth Century: Acts of an International Conference, Florence, Villa I Tatti, June 9-11, 1999, ed. A.J. GRIECO et al., Firenze, 2002, pp. 295320; COPENHAVER, The Secret of Picos Oration: Cabala and Renaissance Philosophy, Midwest Studies in Philosophy, XXVI, 2002, 56-81; entrambi questi saggi coincidono in parte con quello pubblicato qui; mettendolo nellitaliano era una collaborazione fra lautore e la sig.na Rosella Pescatori, che era il contributore competente. 1
to union with the godhead. If the philosopher reaches his goal and remains there, the self and its body are no more. Who would wish in this way to mortify the body, flee the world and surrender the self? Is this human dignity, a morality for a creative individual personality shaping itself freely? It is, in any case, what Pico advises in the main body of his speech, after the stirring introduction. Seven times, in the language of Greek and Jewish sages, with the wisdom of philosophers, theologians and Cabalists, he repeats and explicates a curriculum and regimen that transforms the human into the angelic and then annihilates it in God. The best life for human creatures is the life of the Cherubs, those angels whose force of contemplation mediates between the Thrones, below with their energy of judgment, and the Seraphim, on high with their power of love. The Cherubic life is what humans must choose, if they are to be saved, and philosophy is the first step in attaining this choice.2 What is the point of the transmuted myth of genesis that opens Picos speech? God tells Adam that he has put him in the middle of the world but without a nature of his own. From this central vantage point, he can look above or below to find what he needs to make himself. He can choose freely, in the sense that he has options. But in the sense that one option is as good as another, he cannot choose freely. Adams cosmos is a hierarchy descending from celestial minds through ethereal souls to corporeal animals in the waste and feculent parts of the world below.3 From his central station, Adam can observe these differences and move where he likes; in order to move, however, he must sink or rise; the only paths open to him are moral vectors. The only right choice is to move up the gradient of vegetal, sensual, rational, intellectual and divine being. Placed provisionally at the middle of these five grades, as a rational being, Adam must climb if he is not to fall. Ontically, in so far as freedom and necessity are metaphysical states, he2 3
COPENHAVER, Secret, pp. 59-63 G. PICO, Oratio de hominis dignitate, ed. e trad. E. GARIN, Pordenone, 1994, p. 4; ho usato questa versione del testo di Professore Garin (ma con le mie traduzioni), non avendo accesso al momento di questa scrittura al nuovo testo redatto dal Professore Bausi. 2
can choose not to become an angel. Deontically, in so far as freedom and obligation are moral states, he has no choice. In the speech that Pico wrote for God, the creator tells Adam that he may shape himself, but in the part of his own speech that follows, Pico tells the philosopher that he must make himself into an angel. If this is Picos message, why does he introduce it with his famous allusion to the Hermetic text called the Asclepius? Almost forty years ago, having learned from Eugenio Garin, Paul Kristeller and D.P. Walker, Frances Yates launched the Hermetic phase of Picos long career as a cultural celebrity in the Anglophone world. Near the end of her magnificent study of Giordano Bruno, Yates claims that modern science emerged after the renaissance from a new direction of the will towards the world and that one of the forces behind it was Picos momentous association of Hermetism with Cabalism. The story that Yates tells ends in the bright dawn of science. Man the Magus is a conquering hero in her tale, conjuring modern science out of magic. Pico, according to Yates, was an even mightier magus than Marsilio Ficino because he reinforced Ficinos magic with Jewish wisdom and created a Christian Cabala that was also Hermetic. He taught that magic which is not demonic can be lawful but that magic needs Cabala to be effective. The whole point of Picos Oration is this potent new amalgam of Hebrew and Hellenic magic, according to Yates.4 Picos opening salute to the human miracle from the Hermetic Asclepius leads directly, Yates claims, to his eulogy of natural magic, which she takes to be the magic of the Asclepius.5 On this key point, however, she is wrong. Picos magic is Neoplatonic and Cabalist rather than Hermetic. If by Hermetica we mean the Greek texts translated by Ficino and the Latin Asclepius already known to Augustine, this fact should be unsurprising since these works are not about magic  again contra Yates. Their subject is
F. YATES, Giordano Bruno and the Hermetic Tradition, London, 1964, p. 448; COPENHAVER, Dignity of Man, pp. 312-14. 5 YATES, Bruno, pp. 103-6; COPENHAVER, Dignity of Man, pp. 313-14. 3
theology in the broadest sense, or perhaps spirituality rather than theology since the Hermetica never attain the philosophical clarity required for theology in the strict sense of the word.6 Picos brief use of the Asclepius to introduce his speech  one of just two mentions in the Oration of Hermes or his retinue  committed him to none of its ambiguous content, least of all in the rhetorically charged opening of the Oration. If oratory is the Orations weakness, godliness did more damage to the Asclepius, which like all the Hermetica is long on piety and consolation, short on philosophy and consistency.7 Nonetheless, Pico had good reason to cite the Asclepius on the human miracle because, in the words of that ancient text, he wanted to change his nature into a gods, as if he were a god, ... despising the part of him that is human nature. This is also the aim of the curriculum proposed in the Oration, where moral philosophy, dialectic and natural philosophy reveal a theology disclosed only to the initiate who accepts the true philosophers goal: to die in the body in order to live in the supreme Mind. The philosopher must live the Cherubic life, the blessed, sexless, disembodied existence of the next-to-highest angels.8 Thus, the Asclepius was most congenial to Picos purposes when it turned away from the world, not toward it. Magic  though not the scraps of demonic magic in the Hermetic Asclepius  was also a means of escaping nature, not subduing it.9
COPENHAVER, Hermes Theologus: The Sienese Mercury and Ficinos Hermetic Demons, nel J.W. OMALLEY et al., eds., Humanity and Divinity in Renaissance and Reformation: Essays in Honor of Charles Trinkaus, Leiden, 1993, pp. 149-82; Lorenzo de Medici, Marsilio Ficino and the Domesticated Hermes, nel G.C. GARFAGNINI, ed., Lorenzo il Magnifico e il suo mondo: Convegno internazionale di studi, Firenze 9-13 giugno 1992, Firenze, 1994, pp. 225-57. 7 COPENHAVER, Hermetica: The Greek Corpus Hermeticum and the Latin Asclepius in English Translation, with Notes and Introduction, Cambridge, 1991, pp. xxxii-lxi. 8 PICO, Oratio, p. 12; COPENHAVER, Hermetica, pp. 69 (Asclep. 6), 218-21; Secret, pp. 601. 9 COPENHAVER, Hermetica, pp. 80-1, 89-91 (Asclep. 23-4, 37-8), 236-40, 253-7; Hermes Theologus, pp. 176-82; Domesticated Hermes, pp. 225-9. 4
Pico understands the word magia in two senses: one corresponds to goeteia (sorcery) in Greek and must be repudiated as the work of evil demons; the other, called mageia by the Greeks, is to be revered as wisdom and piety. Of the twenty persons that Pico lists to testify for magic, Zoroaster, Xalmosis and Plotinus are his leading witnesses.10 Pico ranks Zoroaster with Orpheus among the fathers and founders of ancient wisdom, and tells us that his Greek poems are mutilated in that language, more complete in Chaldaean. The defective Greek remains were the Chaldaean Oracles, a second-century text that impressed the Neoplatonists after Plotinus because its hexameter oracles respond to the same spiritual desires that inspired their own philosophy. The Oracles offer theological justification and practical advice for the mystic who wants to release the soul from its bodily prison. George Gemistos Plethon collected them before 1452, providing Ficino and other renaissance scholars with a precious relic of ancient wisdom, but Pico thought he had even better evidence.11 Writing excitedly to Ficino, he recounted his progress in learning Hebrew, Arabic and Chaldaean, his term for Aramaic or Syriac, and he described books in those languages, books, if books they are and not treasures,  in Chaldaean: first of all the oracles of Ezra, of Zoroaster and of Melchiar of the Magi, in which one reads a full and correct version of what circulates in Greek mutilated and full of errors. There is also interpretation by the Chaldaean sages, brief, to be sure, and crude but full of mysteries, and likewise a book explaining Chaldaean theological doctrine.12 What were these books, and how could Pico use them in his speech? His letter to Ficino may describe texts in some Semitic form, for there is material about Zoroaster in Syriac that Pico could have known. One strand of this literature, originating in Roman Syria, is10 11
PICO, Oratio, pp. 62-4. PICO, Oratio, p. 76; E. DES PLACES, ed., Oracles Chaldaques avec un choix de commentaires anciens, Paris, 1971, pp. 7-53. 12 PICO a Ficino nel P.O. KRISTELLER, Supplementum Ficinianum, Firenze, 1937, pp. 2723. 5
hostile, identifying Zoroaster with a wicked Samaritan priest. Another strand starts from the Gospel story of the Magi and from Avestan traditions about a world-redeemer born of a virgin. In this context, Zoroaster foretells the Messiahs coming and transmits his prophetic insight to the Magi, who then present the infant Lord with gifts of gold, frankincense and myrrh stored in Adams cave of treasures. A number of such infancy tales had circulated since antiquity in Syriac to spread the fame of the Magi, one of whom came to be called Melchior. Syriac apocalypses and visions of Ezra also multiplied.13 When Pico told Ficino that he had seen oracles of Ezra, of Zoroaster and of Melchior of the Magi, such Syriac pseudepigrapha may have been what he had in mind. If Pico saw Syriac texts in praise of Zoroaster, he may also have seen others that condemn him. He surely knew Christian writers who call Zoroaster the inventor of magical arts not to honor but to damn him as a tool of Satan. Alert to these critics, Pico stipulates that his Zoroaster is not the one you may be thinking of, but the son of Oromasus, when he introduces him and Xalmosis as inventors of good natural magic.14 In order to distinguish the Chaldean sage from the miscreant that Christians linked with false arts of magic handed down from evil angels, he refers to the passage of the Platonic I Alcibiades that calls Zoroaster the son of Horomadzos, thus mistaking the prophets god, Ahura Mazda, for his father, and extolling his magic as the service of the gods.15 One Platonic text traced magic to Zoroaster and another praised the healing charms of Xalmosis, but it was Apuleius who brought the two together, in a speech of self-defense against a charge of nefarious magic. Magic is an art accepted by the immortal gods, he protests, full of knowledge for worshipping and honoring them, a13
J. BIDEZ e F. CUMONT, Les Mages hellniss: Zoroastre, Ostanes et Hystaspe daprs la tradition grecque, Paris, 1938, I, 50-5, II, 93-135; H.F.D. SPARKS, ed., The Apocryphal Old Testament, Oxford, 1985, pp. 835-8, 927-31; A. HAMILTON, The Apocryphal Apocalypse: The Reception of the Second Book of Esdras (4 Ezra) from the Renaissance to the Enlightenment, Oxford, 1999, pp. 2-15, 30-6, 296. 14 PICO, Oratio, p. 64; AGOSTINO, DCD 21.14; BIDEZ e CUMONT, Mages, II, 15-49. 15 I Alcibiade 122A; ISIDORO, Etymol. 8.9; BIDEZ e CUMONT, Mages, II, p. 47; cf. PLINIO, HN 30.3-8. 6
pious art and one acquainted with divinity, and Apuleius had this on good Platonic authority.16 To educate their sons, claims the author of I Alcibiades, the Persian kings used to appoint four tutors to train them in the cardinal virtues  wisdom, temperance, courage and justice. The first tutor, responsible for wisdom, taught the magic of Zoroaster,  which is the service of the gods, and also the kings duties.17 The wisdom of the Magi, then, is one of four natural virtues that pagans practiced before Christ opened the treasury of grace and gave access to the theological virtues of faith, hope and love. Hence, if Zoroasters magic is knowledge of divinity or theology, it must be a natural theology suited to show princes how to rule their state on the model of the cosmic state.18 The magic of Xalmosis, explains Pico, is medicine for the mind  that makes the mind temperate just as medicine makes the body healthy.19 As the Chaldaean magic of Zoroaster teaches wisdom, the Thracian magic of Xalmosis educates in temperance, the two together encompassing the logic and moral philosophy in Picos curriculum and leading the way to natural philosophy and natural theology. According to Plato, the divine Xalmosis taught that the principle of curing the part through the whole means that one must heal the soul if the body is to be well. And the soul  is healed by certain charms  which are beautiful words, and from such charms temperance comes to be in souls.20 The physical act of healing the body, which is a kind of magic, thus demands a spiritual remedy for the distempered soul, and the immaterial force of language is the charm that activates this psychic therapy. Plotinus, last of the twenty experts on magic whom Pico names, mentions it when he shows that the magus is natures minister, not her artificer.21 Pico refers here to the most extensive discussion of magic in the Enneads, where Plotinus claims that magic
16 17
APUL. Apol. 25-6. I Alcibiade 121D-22A. 18 PICO, Oratio, p. 64. 19 PICO, Oratio, p. 64. 20 PLATONE, Charm. 156D-7C. 21 PICO, Oratio, p. 64. 7
spells are effective because sympathies and antipathies act in nature with no interfering machination; the true magic is internal to the All. Here is the primal mage and sorcerer  discovered by men who thenceforth turn these same ensorcellations and magic arts upon one another. Magic is always already there in nature. Magicians cannot cause magical effects, though they know where to find them and how to exploit them for good or ill. Although Plotinus acknowledges magic, it does not much interest him because it is a detour from the ascent, a distraction leading down to the world of matter. Natural magic works, but it helps only the lower soul, at best, and does no good for salvation. In fact, the soul that stays involved in nature is prey to sorcery.22 Plotinus taught that the only escape from nature and its magic is philosophical ascent through contemplation toward union. He neither used ritual as a way up to the One nor feared magic as a snare for the philosopher. Theurgy had no place in Neoplatonic spirituality until Porphyry, a student of Plotinus, tried to accommodate the enigmatic Chaldaean Oracles to Platonism. Porphyry introduced the Chaldaean rites as an alternative not only to the rigor of education in the virtues but also to the risks of sorcery, and he restricted ritual effects to the lower soul. Only philosophy could aim higher, working in the upper soul. Like Plotinus, Porphyry also confined real magic to the world of nature and thought it useless for reaching the realm above.23 For Plotinus philosophy was the only way to ascend, and for Porphyry it was still primary, but Iamblichus lost confidence in philosophy. The contemplation that philosophy can sustain by itself will not lead to union, he concluded; it is necessary for the ascent but not sufficient, and it is less effective than theurgic ritual, which touches the higher soul. Theurgy  literally, god-working  is the work of gods who reach down through actions and objects that transmit divine energy on their own: they are always
22
PLOT. Enn. 4.4.40-4; COPENHAVER, Renaissance Magic and Neoplatonic Philosophy: Ennead 4.3-5 in Ficinos De vita coelitus comparanda, nel Marsilio Ficino e il ritorno di Platone: Studi e documenti, ed. G. GARFAGNINI, Firenze, 1986, pp. 351-69; Secret, p. 73. 23 A. SMITH, Porphyrys Place in the Neoplatonic Tradition, The Hague, 1974, pp. 70, 74, 122, 128, 134-40, 147-8; R.T. WALLIS, Neo-Platonism, London, 1972, pp. 70-2, 108-10; COPENHAVER, Secret, p. 73. 8
linked to the gods by the force of amity that higher beings project through lower things. Amity from on high also causes the sympathy that operates in nature. Some rituals are merely a lower theurgy that excites this sympathy but cannot lead the soul up to union. Only a higher theurgy empowered by divine amity can make the final leap. But amity also causes the sympathy that mortals perceive as natural magic, which is like lower theurgy, and both these lesser practices may be steps toward higher theurgy and eventual union. Unlike Porphyrys theurgy, which is an alternative to virtue, the higher theurgy of Iamblichus also requires education in the virtues  like the virtuous magic that Plato ascribed to Zoroaster. Although such a theurgy based on divine friendship must be good in itself, Iamblichus admits that it can also be dangerous if the impure attempt it or if evil demons interfere.24 To make his case for natural magic, Pico cites Porphyry but not Iamblichus, and Plotinus gets most of his overt attention. The philosophers disdain for lesser demons, celebrated in Porphyrys Life of his master, reinforces Picos antithesis between natural and demonic magic. One is bondage, the other mastery. One is neither art nor science, while the other is full of the deepest mysteries,  leading at last to the knowledge of all nature. Stressing another point from Plotinus, Pico emphasizes that this knowledge is applied not so much by working wonders as by diligently serving nature as she works them. The forces that the magus uses are already at play in the world.25 As Plotinus wrote, Love is given in Nature; the qualities inducing love induce mutual approach: hence there has arisen an art of magical love-drawing whose practitioners apply by contact
24
G. SHAW, Theurgy and the Soul: The Neoplatonism of Iamblichus, University Park, 1995, pp. 4-5, 85, 110-12, 123, 129, 150-5, 169; WALLIS, Neoplatonism, pp. 99-100, 1203; SMITH, Porphyrys Place, pp. 59-61, 83-98, 105-10, 134-40, 148; COPENHAVER, Iamblichus, Synesius and the Chaldaean Oracles in Marsilio Ficinos De vita libri tres: Hermetic Magic or Neoplatonic Magic? nel Supplementum Festivum: Studies in Honor of Paul Oskar Kristeller, ed. J. HANKINS et al., Binghamton, 1987, pp. 448-50; Secret, pp. 73-4. 25 PICO, Oratio, pp. 64-6; PORFIRIO, Vita Plot. 10. 9
certain substances  so informed with love as to effect a bond of union; they knit soul to soul as they might train two separate trees towards each other. Putting this simile into Vergilian Latin, Pico explains that as the farmer marries elm to vine, so the magus joins earth to heaven, binding things below to  those above. Such sympathies or inborn charms are seeded in the nature of things, to be uncovered and configured when magic makes public  the wonders concealed in the worlds secret parts.26 Picos account of natural magic so far is Plotinian, but then he makes a Christian point. By uncovering the worlds marvels, natural magic excites man to that wonderment at Gods works of which faith, hope and a ready love are sure and certain effects. Thus, while the old pagan magic had introduced the four natural virtues, the three theological virtues are within reach of a new Christian magic which by a constant contemplation of Gods wonders will move us to a love so ardent that we cannot hold back the song, Full are the heavens, full is the whole earth with the greatness of your glory. This hymn that natural magic compels us to sing is the music of the Seraphim, part of their triple song of blessing in Isaiah. Magic  the good natural magic that Pico defends  drives us up to join these highest angels in their chant of fiery and selfconsuming love. Natural magic thus plays the same role as natural philosophy in Picos angelic curriculum, preparing us for theology and ultimately for union. This is what Pico means when he says that magic is the final realization of natural philosophy.27 This exalted role for magic as the gateway to theology breaches the boundary set for it by Plotinus  the limit of the lower soul  and makes Picos final conception of magic in the Oration more like that of Iamblichus or Proclus. Reflecting the aims of these later Neoplatonists, his goal is not to control the world of nature but to escape and rise above it. Cabala, the Jewish wisdom that reinforces Picos Greek and Chaldaean magic, has the same world-escaping purpose.
26
PICO, Oratio, p. 66; PLOT. Enn. 4.4.40; VERG. E 2.70; G 1.2, 2.221; COPENHAVER, Iamblichus, pp. 446-7, 451. 27 PICO, Oratio, pp. 62, 66-8; ISA. 6:3. 10
Most of what Pico says about Cabala in the Oration is historical or apologetic. The history recounts and justifies the distinction between exoteric and esoteric revelation transmitted by Jewish tradition and reinforced by the gentiles. Picos apologetic motive is to do battle for the faith against the relentless slanders of the Hebrews.28 To convince Christians to turn the alien force of Cabala against the Jews, he asserts its truth and importance by putting it on the level of Platonic philosophy. Even more compelling is its theological authority, which Pico proves from the prophet Ezras promise of a stream of intellect and a fount of wisdom and a river of knowledge flowing from seventy secret books. Thinking that he knew such books of Cabala, Pico found in them an ineffable theology, exact metaphysics..., and  most certain philosophy of nature. This progression from physical nature through metaphysical forms to the inexpressible godhead mirrors the mystical ascent that his speech recommends. Moreover, since the Cabala that Pico knew was a theurgy as well as a theosophy, its relationship to a preparatory natural magic confirms the similar ideas of the later Neoplatonists.29 All this is explicit, though condensed and arcane, in the Oration. Implicit and absolutely impenetrable to Picos Christian audience were his other silent uses of Cabala in the Oration to interpret Biblical texts on Jacob, Job, Moses, Abraham and others.30 These long but opaque passages reinforce his message that the path to mystical union begins with philosophy and rises through magic and theurgy for humans who learn to live like the Cherubim. Pico makes this case seven times, citing not only the biblical patriarchs but also Greek sages and other ancient theologians. His seventh and last exposition of the Cherubic life begins with the memorials of the Chaldaeans and ends, as one might expect, with angels.31 That this part of the Oration depends on knowledge
28 29
PICO, Oratio, p. 68. PICO, Oratio, p. 74; 2 ESDRAS 14:3-6, 42-8; C. WIRSZUBSKI, Pico della Mirandolas Encounter with Jewish Mysticism, Cambridge, 1989, pp. 122, 126-7, 132, 140-2; COPENHAVER, Secret, p. 75; sopra, nota 13. 30 PICO, Oratio, pp. 18-20, 26, 34-8. 31 PICO, Oratio, pp. 34-8. 11
of Cabala which Pico chose to keep secret becomes clear only upon comparison with Picos Conclusions, where Cabala is much more explicit and extensive.32 Although the Jewish tradition of mysticism called Cabala began in the twelfth century, few Christians before Pico knew much about it. Cabala is a theory as well as a practice, in large part a kind of biblical hermeneutics.33 Scriptural theory underwrites a spiritual practice whose aim is mystical ascent or the excitation of prophetic or messianic states by various techniques, including magic and theurgy. Cabalists believe that the Hidden God, called the Infinite, reveals himself not only in the Bible but also through ten emanations or attributes, the Sefirot. Hypostasized in myths, made concrete by images and symbolized by letters and numbers, the Sefirot are at the center of Cabalist speculation, whose other major focus is the names of God and their resonance in the words of scripture. Cabalists regard the meaning of Gods sacred speech, the Hebrew text of the Bible, as infinite, finding significance in its smallest particles  not only the divine words but also their letters (which are also numbers) and even the shapes of those letters. The most powerful words are Gods names, the holiest of which, the Tetragrammaton, cannot be spoken; written as Y-H-W-H, it is pronounced as Adonay, a spoken name like Elohim, Ehyeh, El Shadday and others used of God in the Hebrew Bible. Other words of great power are the names of the Sefirot, which are unknown as such to the Bible; they are names not of God but of aspects or manifestations of divinity. Since God in his highest32
Per le Conclusioni, citer (dalla pagina, sezione e tesi) ledizione del A. BIONDI, Conclusiones nongentae; Le novecento tesi dellanno 1486, Firenze, 1995; veda anche S.A. FARMER, Syncretism in the West: Picos 900 Theses (1486): The Evolution of Traditional Religious and Philosophical Systems, Tempe, 1998; COPENHAVER, Number, Shape and Meaning in Picos Christian Cabala: The Upright Tsade, the Closed Mem and the Gaping Jaws of Azazel, nel Renaissance Natural Philosophy and the Disciplines, ed. A. GRAFTON e N. SIRAISI (MIT Press, 2000), pp. 25-76; Secret, pp. 74-80. 33 Per introduzioni alla Cabala, veda: G. SCHOLEM, Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism, New York, 1946; Kabbalah, Jerusalem, 1974; M. IDEL, Abraham Abulafia: An Ecstatic Kabbalist (Two Studies), ed. M. LAZAR, Lancaster, 2002; Kabbalah: New Perspectives, New Haven, 1988; Messianic Mystics, New Haven, 1998; Absorbing Perfections: Kabbalah and Interpretation, New Haven, 2002; A. GREEN, A Guide to the Zohar, Stanford, 2004. 12
essence remains hidden, finite beings can know the Infinite only in so far as it descends from its secret heights. The last moments of that descent make up the world of common human awareness. The first moments, far beyond the reach of ordinary perception, are the ten Sefirot. A primary purpose of Cabala is to describe the Sefirot, often as shown in Figure 1, where all ten (designated S1 through S10) are arranged in a diagram or tree. TheS1 Keter Corona Fatum Supremum Ehyeh S3 Binah Intelligenza Intelligentia IHWH (Elohim) S5 Gevurah/Din Potere/Giudizio Potentia/Judicium Elohim S2 Hokmah Sapienza Sapientia Yah S4 Gedullah/Chesed Grandezza/Amore o Piet Amor or Pietas El S6 Tiferet/Rahamim Bellezza/Compassione Tipheret/Clementia IHWH (Adonai) S8 Hod Maest Decor Elohim Zevaot S9 Zaddiq/Yesod Giusto/Fondamento Justus/Fundamentum El Hay/Sadday S10 Malchut/Atarah Regno/Diadema Regnum Adonay S7 Nezah Permanenza Eternitas IHWH Zevaot

Figure 1: The Ten Sefirot
major names in Hebrew of S4, for example, are Gedullah and Chesed, meaning Greatness and Love or Piety, rendered by Pico as Amor or Pietas. The divine name associated with 13
S4 is El, but Pico knew that Cabalists use many other words and names (Abraham, Michael, the South, Water) to describe S4. Sefirotic terminology as Pico used it is displayed in more detail in Figure 2.
S1 Fatum Supremum Padre, Unit Signore del Naso alef, hu S3 Intelligentia S2 Sapientia Spirito Santo, Ragione Figlio, Cristo, Ges, Messia, Intelletto Linea Verde, Giubileo, Pentimento, Amore Principio, Eden, Timore, Cervello beth, he, scin beth, iod S5 Judicium, Potentia Isaccao, Gabriele Rettitudine, Nord, Timore, Fuoco S4 Amor, Pietas Abramo, Michele Piet, Amore, Sud, Acqua
S6 Tipheret, Clementia Figlio, Cristo, Ges, Messia Giaccobe, Uriele Luce, Est, Sole, Giorno, Specchio Che Brilla, Cielo, Cuore vav S8 Decor S9 Fundamentum, Justus Redentore, Acqua nun, ze S10 Regnum Spirito Santo Davide, Raffaele, Israele, Sabato Ovest, Sposa, Figlia, Dimora, Luna, Notte, Specchio Che Non Brilla, Timore Espiazione, Giovenca Rossa, Cerva Unicorna, Vino Puro, Mare, Fegato tav, he S7 Eternitas

Figure 2: Picos Sefirot ( Numerations)
Pico was the first Christian to take Cabala seriously and to treat knowledge of it as valuable. Naturally, he depended on learned Jews for his information, having made his first contacts with them during his university years. His most important informant was a converso who translated (and mistranslated) thousands of pages of Cabala into Latin for him. Large portions of his Oration, influenced by these texts, are informed by Cabalist hermeneutics in ways that no contemporary Christian could have detected  least 14
of all a Christian who lacked the clues provided by the Conclusions. The esoteric intention of Picos thought, proclaimed emphatically in the Oration, is the feature that most distances it from the whole project of post-Cartesian philosophy in the West and also from earlier philosophies outside the Platonic tradition. Wishing not just to mystify but also to provoke, Pico succeeded and paid the price of the Churchs censure.34 Theology, spirituality and philosophy  all in the broadest sense  are the main topics of Picos Cabala, which shows (or hints) how God reveals himself in the Sefirot, the divine names and the words of scripture. In the 72 Cabalist theses that form the culmination of the 900 Conclusions, this revelation becomes Christology and Trinitarian theology.35 From a Cabalist point of view, the Sefirot and the divine names are actors in dramas of theology, cosmology, anthropology and angelology whose major themes are exile, death, atonement and redemption, stories that Pico transposes on to the Christian Trinity, with Jesus Christ, the Messiah, as the saving hero. Accordingly, the leading points of spiritual practice in the Conclusions are prayer, prophecy and the ascent to mystical union with God, which is also the main topic of the Oration, where Pico makes positive use of magic and theurgy as steps toward the ascent. The Conclusions, which confirm this endorsement of magic, also show in greater detail than the Oration why Pico links magic with Cabala. He sees it as a spiritual technique which, like the higher theurgy of the Neoplatonic philosophers, locates and opens routes to God which are ordinarily unknown to humans and hence closed to them. The practice of Cabala starts with theory because these hidden channels of divinity must be disclosed and interpreted before they can be used: spirituality follows hermeneutics.
34
WIRSZUBSKI, Pico, pp. 1-18, 67-74, 106-18; D. RUDERMAN, The Italian Renaissance and Jewish Thought, nel A. RABIL, ed., Renaissance Humanism: Foundations, Forms and Legacy, Philadelphia, 1988, I, 382-43; COPENHAVER, Secret, pp. 80-1. 35 La mia interpretazione delle conclusioni Cabalistiche comincia dallanalisi meticolosa contributa da Wirszubski; con M. Allen e C. Normore, sto preparando una nuova edizione inglese delle Conclusiones per la I Tatti Renaissance Library di Harvard. 15
Technical details of hermeneutics are the most recondite material in the Conclusions, especially Picos speculations about the secrets of Hebrew words and letters. Language is the gateway to wisdom, the elements of language are letters and numbers, and these signs proliferate in secret codes. Picos genius and ambition, which the Church would see as impudence, attracted him to this provocative theology of the hidden word, whose enigmas and ambiguities encouraged his fascination with the esoteric. The larger Cabalist project of the Conclusions, and hence of the Cabala in the Oration, is Christological and Trinitarian. The smaller exhibitions of Cabala that Pico uses to support his grand theory focus on particular Biblical texts, illuminated by the Gentile wisdom of the ancient theologians. Among these lesser expositions of Cabala, the last in the Oration starts with what Pico calls the memorials of the Chaldaeans, meaning the fragmentary Oracles attributed to Zoroaster.3636
PICO, Oratio, pp. 34-8: Recenseamus et Chaldaeorum monumenta, videbimus (si illis creditur) per easdem artes patere viam mortalibus ad felicitatem. Scribunt interpretes Chaldaei verbum fuisse Zoroastris alatam esse animam, cumque alae exciderent, ferri illam praeceps in corpus, tum illis subcrescentibus ad superos revolare. Percunctantibus eum discipulis alis quo pacto bene plumantibus volucres animos sortirentur: irrigetis, dixit, alas aquis vitae. Iterum sciscitantibus unde has aquas peterent, sic per parabolam (qui erat hominis mos) illis respondit: quattuor amnibus paradisus Dei abluitur et irrigatur, indidem vobis salutares aquas hauriatis. Nomen ei qui ab aquilone ,ae, quod rectum denotat; ei qui ab occasu Irpf, quod expiationem significat; ei qui ab ortu trrvb, quod lumen sonat; ei qui a meridie ,bnjr, quod pietatem interpretari possumus. Advertite animum et diligenter considerate, Patres, quid haec sibi velint Zoroastris dogmata. Profecto nihil aliud nisi ut morali scientia, quasi undis hibericis, oculorum sordes expiemus; dialectica, quasi boreali amussi, illorum aciem liniemus ad rectum. Tum, in naturali contemplatione, debile adhuc veritatis lumen, quasi nascentis solis incunabula, pati assuescamus, ut tandem per theologicam pietatem et sacratissimum Dei cultum, quasi caelestes aquilae, meridiantis solis fulgidissimum iubar fortiter perferamus. Hae illae forsan et a Davide decantatae primum, et ab Augustino explicatae latius, matutinae, meridianae et vespertinae cognitiones. Haec est illa lux meridialis quae Seraphinos ad lineam inflammat et Cherubinos pariter illuminat. Haec illa regio quam versus semper antiquus pater Abraham proficiscebatur; hic ille locus ubi immundis spiritibus locum non esse, ut Cabalistarum et Maurorum dogmata tradiderunt. Et si secretiorum aliquid mysteriorurn fas est, ve1 sub aenigmate, in publicum proferre, postquam et repens e caelo casus nostri hominis caput vertigine damnavit et, iuxta Hieremiam, ingressa per fenestras mors iecur pectusque male affecit, Raphaelem 16
Riguardiamo anche i memoriali dei Caldei, dove vederemo (se si crede in loro) che una via alla felicit  data ai mortali attraverso la loro stessa arte. Gli interpreti caldaici scrivono di una storia di Zoroastro dove si dice che lanima  dotta di ali, e quando queste ali cadono, lanima cade a dirotto nel corpo, ma quando queste crescono, essa vola di nuovo verso gli dei. I suoi discepoli gli chiesero come prendere questi agili spiriti colle ali cos ben piumate, e lui disse, Bagnate le vostre ali colle acque della vita. Allora desiderarono sapere dove cercare queste acque, ed egli rispose loro in una parabola (secondo la sua abitudine): Il paradiso di Dio  lavato ed irrorato da quattro fiumi, ed io vi ho concesso di bere le acque salvifiche. Il nome di quello che viene dal nord  Qesciot, che significa diritto; quello che viene dallovest  Chaphron, che indica espiazione; dallest viene Nehora, che significa luce; e dal sud viene Rahamanut, che possiamo rendere come piet. Ascoltate, padri, e contemplate attentamente quel che questi precetti di Zoroastro potrebbero significare. Di certo non significano molto di pi che pulire la sporcizia dai nostri occhi colla conoscenza morale, come se collacque dall estremo ovest, e poi raddrizzare la nostra vista e correggendola colla dialettica, come con una riga retta dal nord. Allora, contemplando la natura, possiamo imparare ad abituarci alla luce della verit mentre  ancora debole, non appena il nuovo sole sorge, in modo che pi tardi, colla piet teologica ed il pi sacro culto divino, possiamo, come aquile del cielo, resistere con valore allo splendore del sole fiammaggiante meridiano. Queste sono, forse, le conoscenze mattutine, di mezzogiorno e serale cantate prima da Davide, e spiegate in modo pi completo da Agostino. Questa  la luce meridiana che brilla diretta sui Serafini per incendiarli e sui Cherubini per illuminarli. Questa  la regione verso cui il vecchio padre Abramo sempre si dirigeva, cio il posto dove gli spiriti maligni non hanno posto, come ci dicono le dottrine dei Mori e Cabbalisti. E se  giusto rivelare qualche parte dei misteri pi segreti, persino in un indovinello, considerate questo: Dopo che una caduta rapida dal cielo a stordito il nostro uomo in testa, e (secondo Geremia) dopo che la morte  entrata dalla finestra per affliggere il cuore e fegato nostri, dovremmo invitare Raffaele, il medico celeste, che usa la morale e la dialettica come farmaci salutari per liberarci. Una volta che siamo ritornati in buona salute, Gabriele  la forza di Dio  vorr rimanere con noi, e guidarci attraverso le meraviglie della natura, mostrarci la virt e la potenza di Dio che risiede tuttintorno a noi, ed infine consegnarci al sommo sacerdote Michele, che ci conferir, dopo che avremo adempiuto il nostra tempo colla filosofia, il sacerdozio della teologia, come una corona di gemme preziose.Pico on Zoroaster, the Chaldaeans and Abraham
caelestem medicum advocemus, qui nos morali et dialectica uti pharmacis salutaribus liberet. Tum ad valitudinem bonam restitutos, jam Dei robur Gabriel inhabitabit, qui nos per naturae ducens miracula, ubique Dei virtutem potestatemque indicans, tandem sacerdoti summo Michaeli nos tradet qui, sub stipendiis philosophiae emeritos, theologiae sacerdotio quasi corona preciosi lapidis insignet. Per lortografia delle quattro parole chaldaiche (i.e., aramaiche o ebraiche) in questo brano, veda WIRSZUBSKI, Pico, p. 242, emendando il testo del Garin.
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In this venerable Chaldaean text, like other commentators before him, Pico finds Platos image of the soul whose wings (cuxw kofaiw ptergessin, in the words of the Oracles) need water to grow.37 To strengthen these psychic wings and avoid the loss of their feathers, Zoroaster had advised his disciples to water them well from the four rivers of Paradise, whose Chaldaean names represent expiation, rectitude, light and piety in orientations of west, north, east and south. Cabalists known to Pico had turned this biblical topography into theosophy. They imagined emanations of divinity cascading down (Fig. 1) from the abyssal Infinite through the triads of Sefirot to the lastFIUMI espiazione rettitudine luce piet ANGELI Raffaele Gabriele Uriele Michele DIREZIONI ovest nord est sud PROGRAMMA DI STUDI filosofia morale dialettica filosofia naturale teologia SEFIROT S10 S5 S6 S4

Figure 3 Fiumi, Angeli e Direzioni
of them, the Shekinah (S10) or Dwelling of God. They say, in Picos words, that out of Eden comes a river that divides into four headwaters, meaning that out of the second Numeration [S2] comes the third [S3] that divides into the fourth [S4], fifth [S5], sixth [S6] and tenth [S10]. Picos source for this conclusion is a Cabalist Commentary on the Pentateuch by Menahem Recanati, who in turn draws on the Zohar, the primary text of Cabala. Once the Shekinah passes beyond the Sefirot, explains Recanati, here begins the world of separate beings, while up to this point everything was united.... The four camps of the Shekinah ... are indicated by the names of the rivers.38 Likewise, according to the Zohar, the nut garden mentioned in the Song of Songs is the garden that emerges from Eden, and this is the Shekinah [S10]. Nut  this is the holy, supernal37
PLAT. Phaedr. 255B-D; Orac. chal. 217; PROC. Comm. in Remp. 2.126.8-30; Comm. in I Alc. 29.7-13; M.J.B. ALLEN, Marsilio Ficino and the Phaedran Charioteer, Berkeley, 1981, pp. 77, 99, 103, 109, 129, 149, 161-3, 173, 191, 219, 223-5, 229, dove Ficino dice molto delle ale dellanima ma non del bevere lacqua. 38 Gen. 2:10; M. RECANATI, Commentary on the Pentateuch, Venice, 1545, fol. 18v, citato nel WIRSZUBSKI, Pico, pp. 30-1; PICO, Conclusiones, pp. 56-8 (4.9.11, 27). 18
chariot of four head rivers that went out from the garden. The four rivers are also angels  Michael, Gabriel, Uriel and Raphael.39 Although Pico reveals some of this Cabalist exegesis in his Conclusions, in the Oration he decodes Zoroasters parable in a simpler way, whose application to his mystical curriculum is obvious, despite the obscurity of the Cabala: the waters of moral philosophy flowing from the west will wash the filth from our eyes, while from the north dialectic lines the eyes up straight so that we can glimpse the light of natural truth rising in the eastern dawn before we are ready for the full midday vision of theology blazing in the south. This figure of diurnal light takes Pico to the Psalmists morning, noon and evening prayer, interpreted by Augustine as angelic knowledge that sees through times barriers.40 It is a light like the divine splendor that illuminates the watery Cherubs and makes the Seraphs burn.41 The radiant southern region of S4, Pico tells us in the Oration, is the country that old Father Abraham was always heading for, the place where unclean spirits have no place, as the doctrines of the Moors and Cabalists teach. After the genealogies of Noahs descendants, Abraham first enters the Bible story as Abram, one of Terahs family who left Ur of the Chaldees (the land of Zoroaster) for Canaan by way of Harran, where Abram hears Gods promise of a covenant and his command to take the road again. Old Father Abraham as Pico describes him, was, in the words of the Bible, seventy-five when he left Haran ... and went into the land of Chanaan.... And then crossing over a mountain east of Bethel, he pitched his tent there, with Bethel to the
39
SS 1:11; Zohar II, 15b; F. LACHOWER e I. TISHBY, The Wisdom of the Zohar: An Anthology of Texts, London, 1989, II, 620-1. Non ci  prova che Pico ha avuto accesso diretto al Zohar, un testo molto grande che non  trovato fra i libri tradotti per lui, ma dal Recanati e da altre autorit potrebbe conoscere non soltanto le idee ma anche le parole di questo libro; WIRSZUBSKI, Pico, p. 20. 40 Ps. 55:18; AUG. De Gen. ad lit. 4.29-30. 41 PICO, Oratio, p. 14; cf. Conclusiones, pp. 58 (4.9.24), 140 (5.11.67). 19
west and Hai to the east. There he also built an altar to the Lord and called on his name. Then Abram moved on, going farther south.42 The Zohar, commenting on Abrahams journey, presents his trip to Canaan as a spiritual ascent from S10, where the Shekinah makes contact with the lower world, to S4, the lofty region of Chesed, Piety or Love. To go up to Canaan, Abraham keeps Bethel (S10, Gods House, the Shekinah) on his west and Hai (S6) on his east, thus moving south in theosophical space from S10 through S6 toward S4 while avoiding S5, the northern region of Geburah or Din, Power or Judgment (Figs. 1, 4).43
S5 nord sinistra

S4 sud destra Chanaan
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S10 ovest Bethel

Fig. 4 Il viaggio sefirotico di Abramo
Joseph Gikatilla, the Cabalist whom Pico follows on this point in the Conclusions, explicates the same material. All the worlds rivers and streams, both natural and theosophical, were blocked and polluted by the deluge. channels of the Shekinah were stopped up until Abram crossed to Beth-El over a mountain from the east  in Hebrew, from Kedem  which means that he drew the channels from Kedem to Beth-El inasmuch as he drew through one channel on the right called Piety, and therefore all the journeys of42 43
Even the

Gen. 12:4-9 (Vulg.) Zohar I, 79b-81a, 83a, 85a. 20
Abraham were on the right, and this is the secret of the text And Abram journeyed on, travelling and moving south.44 Abram (S4) always travels on the right, which on the theosophical grid is the beneficent side of the Sefirot. This is the place where unclean spirits have no place because it is opposite the left-hand Sefirot, from which the demonic other side (sitra ahra) originates. Accordingly, a primary name of the fourth Sefirah is Piety, Picos Chaldaean term for the river that flows south in Eden. In the Conclusions, where Cabala is more explicit than in the Oration, Pico explains that one who knows the southern attribute in the group on the right will know why Abraham always makes every journey to the south.45 Moroever, having gained this vantage point as the fourth Sefirah, Abraham saw the day of Christ through a straight line and rejoiced. The meaning of day here is theosophical as well as chronological: day means Sefirah, so that Abrahams expectation of Christ is a Cabalist insight (Fig. 2).46 The patriarch of Love and Piety gazes straight up (from S4 to S2) to the Messiah of Wisdom, the second Sefirah, enthroned in the upper triad with the Father as Crown, the first Sefirah (S1), and the Holy Spirit as Intelligence, the third Sefirah (S3). If the point of Picos excursion into sacred geography was to explain disembodiment and mystical ascent, he had a good model in the Sefirotic Abraham for rising straight to the Infinite. The embodied soul, by contrast, is like the patriarch who goes down into alien lands and then ascends after he has been purified, as the Zohar tells the story: Abraham went down to Egypt (Gen. 12:10). He was delivered from there, not seduced by those dazzling demons. Having descended and been refined, immediately Abram went up from Egypt (Gen. 13:1),  returning to his domain  and becoming the right hand of the world.47
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PICO, Conclusiones, p. 56 (4.9.14); J. GIKATILLA, Portae iustitiae nel Cod. Vat. Chigi, fols. 121-2, citato nel WIRSZUBSKI, Pico, pp. 32-3. 45 PICO, Conclusiones, p. 56 (4.9.14). 46 PICO, Conclusiones, pp. 56 (4.9.6, 8, 9), 134 (5.11.37). 47 Zohar I, 83b; The Zohar: Pritzker Edition, ed. e trad., D. MATT, Stanford, 2004, p. 33. 21
Abrahams travels through the Sefirot are hard to follow, and the Oration gives its Christian audience little guidance. Instead, Pico moves on to another riddle, starting not on high with the purified Abraham but with a swift fall from heaven to earthbound sickness and death. Dizzy from this drop to earth, we ponder Jeremiahs lament and Picos reading of it: Death has come in by our windows And entered our houses To destroy the little ones in the marketplace And the young ones in the streets. Speak, this is the word of the Lord: Human death falls Like dung on the face of the land, Like straw behind the reaper, And no one to gather it in.48 The death that Jeremiah mourns strikes the young but is otherwise unspecified. According to Pico, however, it afflicts the heart and liver, organs that the Zohar arranges in a Sefirotic hierarchy: mirroring S2, S6 and S10, the brain (Sapientia in Fig. 2) must rule the heart (Clementia) as the heart rules the liver. Otherwise, a disordered body will lead the soul into sin: the murderer sucks blood from the heart, and whoever sins by murder, idolatry, and incest bans his soul through the liver, the gall, and the spleen, and is punished in Gehinnom in these three members, through three chief demons, Mashith (destroyer), Af (anger), and Hemah (wrath).49 The gall, liver and heart are also the organs that Tobias takes from a fish when the angel Raphael orders him to use them as magical remedies. Raphael explains that the heart and liver have special power against
48 49
JER. 9:21-3. Zohar I, 27b, II, 153a, III, 224-5; The Zohar, trad. H. SPERLING e M. SIMON, London, 1984, I, 104-5. 22
evil demons, and it is with this mighty spirit that Pico opens his plea to the great archangels, Raphael, Gabriel and Michael.50 Raphaels place is with the Shekinah (S10) at the nether end of the Sefirot, where ascent begins. He is the celestial physician and scourge of demons, and he will use morals and dialectic like healing drugs to free us from the ills lamented by Jeremiah. Next is Gabriel, warrior and messenger, whose theosophic position is with the fifth Sefirah of Judgment and Power (S5), words befitting the angel that Pico calls the strength of God. He is the revealer of visions and announcer of heavenly news who will lead us through the wonders of nature ... [and] hand us over to the high priest Michael. Michael (S4), High Priest and commander of the angelic host, comes last in Picos elaborate sequence of angelic curricula and stands with Father Abraham on the right of the Sefirot as a vessel of Love. From that safe haven Michael conducts us to a theological priesthood that Pico describes as a crown of precious gems, the hidden treasure of the Crown (S1) that rules in mystery over the Sefirot.51 Earlier in its journey, when the soul is between the ascent to the world above and the descent to the world below, according to the Zohar, it is between Beth-El and Ai in the tale of Abrahams wanderings, between the upper world of salvation and the lower world of destruction. The soul that will be saved rises first to the place where Abraham built his altar, which is the place where the great prince Michael offers up the souls of the righteous.52 In theosophic space, this place is the fourth Sefirah (S4), next to the supreme triad where the joy of extinction in the Godhead awaits the ascending soul. The journey to this height is perilous, but Michaels realm and Abrahams is the south, a place where unclean spirits have no place, in Picos words, where Lucifers foe protects the mystic from demonic danger. Michael, who vanquished the fallen angels at the dawn of time and will preside at the final hour over the Last Judgment, who will sort50 51
TOBIT 6:1-8. K. VAN DER TOORN et al., Dictionary of Deities and Demons in the Bible, Leiden, 1999, pp. 338-9, 569-72, 688. 52 Zohar II, 67b, 159a, II, 231a, III, 30a-b; Zohar Hadash, Lekh Lekha, 24a-c; LACHOWER e TISHBY, Zohar, II, 799-800. 23
the saved from the damned as he once fought Satan for the soul of Moses and battled Samael, the angel of death, Michael, this dreadful angel and high priest of the heavens, who will bestow on us, after we have served our time in philosophy, the priesthood of theology, is himself an angel of death, but the death is blessed and benign since it ends in union with the Crown (S1). This holy death is a Cabalist alternative to the Christian martyrs happy end, whose reward is a crown of a different kind. The Book of Acts tells the story of the first martyr, Stephanos, whose name means crown, the wreath awarded by the Greeks to victors in their games and then taken over by Christians for heroes of a new type. Stephen was a great worker of wonders in Jerusalem, but his feats caused the Jews to attack him and bring him before the Sanhedrin. His defense was a long, bitter speech rehearsing the history of the covenant and its repeated betrayals, ending in a denuciation of the Jews as stiff-necked heathens.53 Which of the prophets did your fathers not prosecute? he demanded. They killed those who foretold the coming of the Just One, whose murderers and betrayers you have now become. You received the law at the hands angels, and you have not kept it.54 Then, as Stephens eyes opened to a vision of Jesus and Gods glory, the Jews stoned him, and Saul was there to approve the execution. At the start of his inflamatory speech, before summarizing the Mosaic tales of exile, exodus and wandering, Stephen had begun with Abraham, who left the land of the Chaldaeans to receive the covenant.55 An incendiary speech by a Christian eager to die and ready to re-interpret the sacred history of the Jews, starting in Chaldaea and ending with angels: what a model for Picos oratory! Picos crown of precious gems, which ends the seventh and last exposition of the stages of ascent in the Oration, is the priesthood of theology that Michael confers on the philosopher. The first Cabalist thesis in Picos Conclusions also deals with Michaels priestly office, which is to sacrifice the souls of rational animals. Another
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thesis explains that rational souls are sacrificed to God by an archangel  by the souls parting from the body, not the bodys parting from the soul  except accidentally, as it may happen in the death of the kiss. And a third thesis adds that when the soul  connects to a higher soul, it will rub off its earthly covering, pull up roots from its place and connect with divinity. The scriptural background is in Genesis and the Psalms. When Jacob and other patriarchs died, their souls shed their bodies to join a higher soul, the Shekinah (S10), making the death of his saints  precious in the sight of the Lord, in the Psalmists words. 56 Thus, the souls leaving the body to attain ecstatic union is a death  called the death of the kiss  unlike ordinary death, when the body leaves the soul. If the archangel Michael sacrifices a soul in this way, the victim may not suffer ordinary death. The death of the kiss is precious, in any case, a step toward blissful union, unlike death in the jaws of Azazel, the demon who lies in wait for those who misuse Cabala. Cabalists identify Azazel, the scapegoat demon of Leviticus, with the Satanic Samael and with the Sefirotic attribute of Judgment (S5), which stands on the left opposite Michaels attribute of Love (S4).57 To discover the roles of Michael and his supernal companions in the Oration, this familiar but uncomprehended text must be read, passage for passage and line for line, against Picos less familiar Conclusions, especially the 119 enigmatic Cabalist theses. Since Pico wrote the Oration to introduce the Conclusions, this is an obvious, though difficult, task of interpretation, now made easier by the pioneering analysis of Chaim Wirszubski and by the broader elucidations of Cabala by Gershom Scholem and Moshe Idel.58 Lacking the space to complete a close reading of this kind, I can only summarize the core of Picos message in the Oration: that human dignity is a heavenly rank to which mankind is entitled only by the divine will and is not to be found in this bodily world; to attain it, therefore, humans must abandon their bodies and become angels.
56
PICO, Conclusiones, pp. 56-60 (4.9.1, 44), 128 (5.11.11); Gen. 49:33; Ps. 89:7, 116:15; SS 1:2; Zohar II, 124, 146. 57 WIRSZUBSKI, Pico, pp. 21-2, 50, 153-60, 252-3; COPENHAVER, Closed Mem, pp. 46-51. 58 Sopra, nota 33. 25
This obligation to live the Cherubic life, which follows the famous opening of the Oration and its praise of the human miracle, has often been forgotten in the last two centuries, when the speech has been read from a point of view closer to Kants than Picos. His argument can be divided as follows: 1. Luomo  la meraviglia pi grande perch pu scegliere di trasformarsi. 2. Per scegliere bene, deve emulare gli angeli. 3. Per emulare gli angeli, deve imparare come vivere la vita angelica  soprattutto la vita cherubinica. 4. Questa lezione, che  un programma di studi, pu essere appresa dai antichi padri, che sono a. b. c. d. e. f. g. Paolo e Dionigi; Giaccobe; Giobbe; Mos; Gli antichi teologi (Orfeo, Socrate, Platone, Plotino); Pitagora; I Caldei: Zoroastro e Abramo.
5. Poich la filosofia conduce alla vita cherubinica, Pico si proclama essere un filosofo. 6. Lo studio della filosofia ha portato Pico a interessarsi a nuove dottrine, ragguardevolmente la magia e la Cabbala. 7. Dunque, nonostante le proteste dei suoi critici, Pico si accinger alla sua disputa filosofica e dibatter le nuove dottrine. La lezione impartita sette volte nella parte centrale dellOrazione (4)  un programma di studi il cui scopo  lunione mistica con Dio. Lallievo comincia colla filosofia morale e poi si muove attraverso la dialettica e la filosofia naturale verso la teologia, dopo di che il pensiero discorsivo d spazio alla pura contemplazione ed infine volge allunificazione. Le tappe sono 1. filosofia morale; 2. dialettica; 3. filosofia naturale; 4. teologia; 5. unione. La magia e la Cabbala svolgono dei ruoli preliminari, ma nondimeno importanti, in questo processo diretto allunione con Dio. La magia aiuta il passaggio dalla filosofia 26
naturale alla teologia naturale, mentre la Cabbala, ad un livello pi elevato, trasforma gli esseri umani in angeli. Thus, like the higher theurgy of the Neoplatonists, Cabala shows the way to union, though the willfully esoteric Oration does little to show the way to Cabala. And yet comparison of the Oration with the Conclusions will show that Picos great speech is as obviously and abundantly Cabalist as it is likewise Neoplatonic and Dionysian  and as it is not Hermetic, after its opening flourish of oratory. Nor, in Picos view, is mankinds destiny heroic, if heroism is the romantic kind associated with the modern and liberal conception of human dignity and freedom imposed on the Oration for the last two centuries. Even before Pico became a liberal, Lessing  followed by Goethe  had begun to make Faustus romantic. This is the Faustus that Frances Yates looked for, but could not find, in Marlowes earlier play, the heroic individual soul, struggling with problems of magic or science versus religion. Instead, she found a piece of propaganda aimed at the renaissance whose great Quattrocento heroes, in her mind, were Pico and Marsilio Ficino. Pico and Ficino, in her view, were heralds of modern science and prophets of cultural progress because of their magic, not despite it. Seeing Marlowes play as a dismissal of  Renaissance magic and science, she pits his Faustus against these learned magi.59 In Picos case, the contrast is fair enough, but only up to a point. Faustus finds philosophy odious and obscure before he is ravished by magic, entirely subverting the roles of magic and philosophy in Picos curriculum. But the studious artisan Faustus also thinks that a sound magician is a demi-god, which is not far from Picos conception of angel-magic. In fact, as Yates notes, Faustus is conjuring angels when the play opens. Desiring a world of profit and delight, of power, of honor, and omnipotence, he then summons devils by using Cabala  Jehovahs name forward and backward anagrammatized.60 In the end, what Faustus gets is death and damnation. Yet what he wants is power over this world, not death and removal from it, which was Picos aim. This difference of
59 60
YATES, The Occult Philosophy in the Elizabethan Age, London, 1979, p. 119. C. MARLOWE, Doctor Faustus, I.i.51-3, 59, 100, ii.8-9; YATES, Occult Philosophy, pp. 116-18. 27
desire is what makes Pico not Faustian, not heroic in the romantic way and ultimately not modern or liberal, not the author of that so well celebrated Oration on the Dignity of Man of ours, which is a speech that we have written for ourselves.
28
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